[New treatment options for iridociliary tumors].
Benign iridal tumors rarely necessitate a therapeutic intervention. In contrast, malignant tumors of the iris can threaten the patient's life and eyesight and require early treatment to prevent the development of metastases. Presentation of current treatment options for iridal tumors with special emphasis on iridal melanoma. This article gives an overview of the current literature based on a PubMed search as well as own clinical experience. Treatment options for iridal and ciliary body melanomas comprise radiotherapeutic and surgical (eyeball-sparing and non-sparing) approaches. The eyeball-sparing surgical procedure of choice is block excision. While local tumor control rates and metastasis rates of block excision and radiotherapy are comparable, there are distinct differences especially between the spectra of complications. New treatment procedures include immunomodulatory approaches and targeted therapies. Using checkpoint inhibitors, no convincing enhancement of overall survival could be demonstrated for metastatic iridal melanoma, as is the case for cutaneous melanoma. In contrast, tumor vaccination with the help of tumor RNA-laden patient-derived dendritic cells seems to be a promising option for a subgroup of high-risk patients. Targeted therapies aiming to suppress the MAPK and PI3K/Akt pathways could not achieve any improvement in patient survival. For the primary treatment of iridal melanoma a surgical, eyeball-sparing approach and also when appropriate, radiotherapy can be recommended. In the future, eligible high-risk patients could profit from a tumor vaccination. To date, there is no effective systemic treatment for metastatic iridal melanoma.